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EXAMPLE SOLUTIONS + GRADING RUBRIC

Instructions: Sign in into the NetLab (https://netlab.ecs.vuw.ac.nz/) with the provided
credentials and complete the following labs:

• Lab 1: Linux Account Management

• Lab 2: Linux Access Control List

https://netlab.ecs.vuw.ac.nz/
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1 Part 1 - Linux Account Management

Complete the lab “Linux Account Management” and answer the following questions:

Q 1.1 [4 points] What is the octal or string representation of the following permissions?

rwxrw-r-t =
r-S-wx--x =
rwxr-xr-- =
r-Sr-sr-x =
432 =
3532 =
6713 =
1530 =

Solution:

rwxrw-r-t = 1765
r-S-wx--x = 4431
rwxr-xr-- = 0754
r-Sr-sr-x = 6455
432 = r---wx-w-
3532 = r-x-ws-wT
6713 = rws--s-wx
1530 = r-x-wx--T

Rubric: 0.5 point for each fully correct entry (no partial points), for a total of 4 points.

Q 1.2 [2 points] If the umask value for a user is 035, what are the default file and directory
permissions set for the user? Write the permissions and how they were calculated.

Solution:

• 0: take away no rights away from the owner user

• 3: take away write (2) and execute (1) permissions from the owner group

• 5: take away read (4) and execute (1) permissions from the other.

Hence, for (newly created) directories, whose default permissions are 777, or wrxwrxwrx,
we get to rwx r-- -w- (or 742 in short)

For (the newly created) files, starting from the default permissions of 666, or rw-rw-rw-,
we get to rw -r-- -w- (or 642 in short).
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Rubric: 0.5 point for each correct value and 0.5 point for each correct explanation of
derivation, for a total of 2 points.

Q 1.3 [2 points] If the default permissions given to directories that the user xyz creates are
rwxr-x---, what are the default permissions set for the files created by the user? Write
the permissions and how they were calculated.

Solution: For new directories, starting from 777, or wrx wrx wrx, we have arrived
at rwx r-x ---, so the umask has taken away:

• nothing from the owner user

• write permission from the group

• read, write, and execute from the others.

So, for new files, starting from 666, or rw- rw- rw-, we get to:

• rw- for the owner user

• r-- for the group owner

• --- for others

That is, rw- r-- --- (or 640 in octal).

Rubric: 1 point correct permissions and 1 point explanation (any cl

Q 1.4 Find all the executables that have SUID set. Hint: you can use the find command with
the right parameters.

(a) [2 points] Provide the command that you used to find these programmes.

Solution:

sudo find / -perm /4000 -type f

or if you want more information (like the owner user and groups and the rest of
permissions on the file):

sudo find / -perm /4000 -type f -exec ls -la {} \;

if you want to not see any errors (diverting them into oblivion!):
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sudo find / -perm /4000 -type f -exec ls -la {} \; 2>/dev/null

Rubric: 2 points for any correct entry. Note that -perm /4000 and -perm
-4000 has the same effect here (/mode indicated any of the permission bits spec-
ified in mode and -perm -mode indicates at least the permission bits specified
in mode; but, since here there is only 1 bit in 4000, these two will have the same
effect. However, using -perm 4000 (no leading slash or dash for 4000) will be
wrong, since that will search for the exact permission of 4000.

(b) [4 points] List all the programmes you found. For 3 of them (of your choice), provide
a brief description why it needs to be a SUID programme.

Solution: With the first command, on the Ubunbtu machine, here is the output:

and with the last command, the output is the following:
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• passwd: allows a user to change their own password. For that, this needs abil-
ity to edit the /etc/shadow (and/or the /etc/passwd) file, which has to have
no permission for others (otherwise anyone would be able to read or modify the
hashed passwords of all other users, or delete another user, or add a new user with
a given password and make it a member of sudo, etc). Similar argument applies to
chsh and chfn, which respectively allows a user to change their own login shell,
and their full name information, both of which requires the user to be able to edit
the contents of /etc/passwd, which has to have no write permission for others,
otherwise anyone could delete an existing user, change their login shell, etc.

• mount and umount: these command are used for mounting (attaching a filesystem
to a directory in the existing filesystem hierarchy so that it becomes accessible to
the system, e.g. a hard-drive, or a usb-stick) and removing it, respectively. These
commands usually need root access because they affect the global namespace of
the system, involve interacting with hardware devices, etc., which has serious se-
curity implications. However, in cases like using removable storage (i.e., letting a
user mount their usb-storage) or in multi-user environments with restricted per-
missions, non-root users may need to perform these operations.

• su: for switching user, i.e., log in as a different user, e.g. as root, etc. This needs
to be setuid, because it can be used to launch a shell with a different effective user
id than the current user id of a user, a privileged operation. Moreover, this pro-
gramme must ask for authentication before allowing the switch, but this means it
should have access to the /etc/shadow file (to verify that the entered password
is correct), which (as was the case in passwd) needs root privilege. Similar argu-
ments apply to sudo and newgrp, as they both changing your privileges (which
may require authentication).

Rubric: 1 point for the list. 3 points for explanations, 1 point per each. 4 points in total.
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2 Part 2 - Linux Access Control List (ACL)

Complete the “Linux Access Control List” lab on netlab and answer the following questions.
Please note that the questions below are dependent on the sequence of the lab instructions
and must be followed and answered step by step as they appear in the “Linux Access Control
List” lab document.

Q 2.1 [4 points] Write the command(s) you used to add the users with their associated pro-
vided information.

Solution:

useradd -m -s /bin/bash -g sudo cybr371
useradd -m -s /bin/bash -g sudo ben
useradd -m -s /bin/bash -g david david
useradd -m -s /bin/bash -g mary mary
useradd -m -s /bin/bash -g masood masood

instead of the last three commands, you can also use:

useradd -m -s /bin/bash -g david
useradd -m -s /bin/bash -g mary
useradd -m -s /bin/bash -g masood

Also, each of these also have a long format as well (which of course does the same thing,
just check the manual of useradd command), e.g.:

useradd --create-home --shell /bin/bash --groups sudo cybr371

You can also use -d to set the home directory. If you didn’t use -m, the home directory
is not created so you’ll have to use the command usermod to change the attributes of
the user or issue mkhomedir_helper <username> to create home directory for the
user. You can also use passwd <username> to set/change password.

Rubric: -1 point for each independent mistake.

Q 2.2 [2 points] Login as user “ben” and write a command to append the line “This line
is from ben” to myfile.txt file in the cybr371’s home directory (use absolute path).
Provide the command and explain the output (i.e. did you manage to append the line?
Explain why the command was successful and/or why it failed).

Solution:
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su - ben
echo "This line is from ben" >> /home/cybr371/myfile.txt

It succeeds. This is because the permissions for "owner group" of the file is rw-, in
particular, members of the owner group have "write" permission, so they can modify
the file, including appending to the end of the file. The owner group of the file is sudo,
which ben is a member of.

(Note that the explanation has nothing to do with the fact that the primary group is
specifically “sudo”. It would have worked if it had any other name.)

Rubric: 0.5 point for commands, 0.5 point for correct identification of success. 1 point
for correct explanation. 2 points in total.

Q 2.3 [2 points] Login as user “david” now and write a command to add a line “This is
from david” to myfile.txt file in cybr371’s home directory. (Write the command
and explain why the operation is either successful or not).

Solution:

su - david
echo "This is from david" >> /home/cybr371/myfile.txt

The operation isn’t successful because david is not the owner, or belong to the owner
group, so the permissions of other would apply, which only have read permission.

Rubric: 0.5 point for commands, 0.5 point for correct identification of success. 1 point
for correct explanation. 2 points in total.

Q 2.4 [2 points] Login as the user masood and issue a command to read the content of the
file myfile.txt in the cybr371’s home directory. Can the user masood read the file?
Write the commands and explain the output of the command.

Solution:

su - masood
cat /home/cybr371/myfile.txt

This succeeds, because masood is not included in the ACL, and as “other” has read
permission.

Rubric: 0.5 point for commands, 0.5 point for correct identification of success. 1 point
for correct explanation. 2 points in total.
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Q 2.5 [3 points] after completion of step 12, Write a command to set an ACL to deny all
access (read, write and execute) to myfile.txt for user david.

Solution:

setfacl -m u:david:--- /home/cybr371/myfile.txt

or equivalently:

setfacl -m u:david:000 /home/cybr371/myfile.txt

Q 2.6 [3 points] Write a command to create an ACL entry for user mary with write and exe-
cute permissions only on the file myfile.txt.

Solution:

setfacl -m u:mary:wx /home/cybr371/myfile.txt

or equivalently:

setfacl --modify user:mary:wx /home/cybr371/myfile.txt
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